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Historians of warfare in the modern era do not talk a lot to their colleagues who study the early modern period. This problem betrays a more general lack of communication among scholars who regard one another across the late-eighteenth-century divide. It is also due to the curricular segregation that survives at colleges and universities in Europe and North America. In the field of military history, however, the problem is particularly complicated. It has been exacerbated by the two different master narratives that have, for the past half century, organized the history of Western warfare in the early modern and modern eras. Despite remarkable congruities, each narrative has shaped its epoch into a coherent unit more effectively than it has addressed the connections between the two. The issues of narrative articulation are not peripheral. They have to do in the broadest sense with the military significance of the revolutionary transition in the Atlantic world at the end of the eighteenth century. At issue is not only the conduct of operations on the battlefield but also the changing role of warfare in the history of society, politics, and culture.

The master narrative that currently presides over the history of warfare in early modern Europe is that of the “military revolution.” Michael Roberts christened this concept in his inaugural lecture at Queen’s University in Belfast in January 1955.1 In an intellectual exercise that was as elegant as it was breathtaking, Roberts related all the major dimensions of military and political development in the early modern era to a single technological innovation. The introduction of firearms into European armies during the middle decades of the sixteenth century was, he argued, a revolutionary act. It quickly resulted in far-reaching tactical changes in European land forces,

once Maurice of Nassau introduced volley fire at the end of the same century and the armies of Gustavus Adolphus demonstrated several decades later how effectively this tactic could be exploited in offensive operations. Tactical innovation thereafter molded strategy, encouraging battles among ever-larger armies of highly trained musketeers. By the middle of the seventeenth century, the imperatives of raising, drilling, feeding, and supplying great bodies of soldiers had recommended the creation of standing armies. This organizational innovation was the principal marker of early modern absolutism, the centralization and expansion of royal bureaucracies, which in turn became the channels through which the militarization of society fed in the eighteenth century. Tactical innovations were thus, Roberts wrote, “the efficient cause of changes which were really revolutionary. Between 1560 and 1660 a great and permanent transformation came over the European world.”

One sign of Roberts’s influence has been the vibrant debate that his lecture provoked. It has not been difficult to challenge either the timing or the causal links among some of the developments that he had sought to unite in a single analytical edifice. The most important of his critics has been Geoffrey Parker. Parker has argued that one of the central features of the military revolution, the expansion of European armies, owed less to infantry firearms than to artillery; and he has insisted that the development of artillery was primarily a response to new designs in fortification that were introduced during the sixteenth century. The hallmark of these innovations, the so-called trace italienne, enhanced dramatically the defensibility of fortresses and thus multiplied the challenges that faced besieging armies. Although the introduction of this independent variable seemed like a blemish on Roberts’s grand design, Parker captured a consensus of opinion at the end of the debate when he endorsed, in its basic contours, the idea of a military revolution in the early modern era. All the criticism of Roberts had, he conceded, failed “to dent the basic thesis: the scale of warfare in early modern Europe was revolutionized, and this had important and wide-ranging consequences.”

As if to document the vitality of Roberts’s revolutionary model, military
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Analysts have more recently claimed it as a guide to thinking about what they are calling “revolutions in military affairs,” or RMA's.  

The master narrative of military history in the early modern epoch begins in any case with tactical change induced by technology. By contrast, the narrative of war in the modern era commences amid political upheaval. The wars that began in Europe in 1792 represent, as David Bell argues, “The First Total War” – an altogether new sort of warfare, “the cataclysmic intensification of the fighting,” in which understandings of war lurched toward an apocalyptic and redemptive vision of a “final, cleansing paroxysm of violence.” The emphasis in Bell’s gripping account falls on the culture of war, but it comports with arguments long advanced by military historians about the conduct of operations. Russell Weigley summarized these arguments in the early 1990s, when he wrote that the levée en masse “was the first forging of the thunderbolt of a new kind of war – the total war of nations pitting against each other all their resources and passion.” From this perspective, the French Revolution laid the moral and ideological foundations of total war, as it blurred the distinctions between combatants and noncombatants. The nation’s defense claimed the participation of everyone, whether as soldiers in the field or as providers of material and moral support at home. This principle henceforth established the basic patterns of military history for the next two centuries, as warfare intensified and expanded radically in scope. The unleashing of nationalism translated into the unprecedented intensity of battlefield operations, which were driven by passions that made soldiers both more mobile and implacable in their pursuit of victory. Popular hatreds were mobilized, so the same passions encouraged the radicalization of war aims and the discrediting of moderation, diplomatic compromise, and the restraints that had once been set on war by custom, law, and humanity. At the same time, the ideologization of warfare drove the exponential expansion of European armies, just as it extended dramatically the geographical scope of their operations.

In this reading, the technological revolution of the nineteenth century was the complement of the ideological revolution of the late eighteenth century. Industrialization made total war materially possible. It provided
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the means to equip, transport, and coordinate vast armies, which came to number in the millions of men, as well as to inflict military violence systematically on the producers of war’s material instruments: the civilians who had, thanks to the modern logic of combat, become no less critical than soldiers to the prosecution of war. These developments reached a frightful climax in the two great industrial conflicts of the twentieth century, the “century of total war.”10 Hiroshima and Auschwitz became its icons—the one a symbol of the technological virtuosity that threatened total military destruction, and the other a symbol of popular hatreds that had totalized the definition of enemy.

Both of these grand narratives, the one based on military revolution, the other on total war, have been more effective in identifying beginnings than endings. The concept of total war was born in the twentieth century, amid two world wars and in anticipation of a third, which was supposed to be an apocalyptic conflict that would bring the grand narrative to the kind of culmination envisaged by Dr. Strangelove. It has yet to happen. In the meantime, the idea of total war has provided little guidance to the hot wars of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries; and sixty years after the fact, historians are drawing the hopeful conclusion that the era of total war ended in 1945.

The end of the early modern military revolution carries less immediate practical implications, but it is arguably of greater historiographical significance, insofar as it bears immediately on the narrative beginning of total war. Michael Roberts himself complicated this issue by denying it, arguing instead that total war was the direct issue or a phase of the military revolution: “By 1660 the modern art of war had come to birth. Mass armies, strict discipline, the control of the state, the submergence of the individual, had already arrived.” “The road lay open, broad and straight,” he concluded, “to the abyss of the twentieth century.”11 Parker was more circumspect, not to say coy. He dated the “culmination” of the military revolution in the middle decades of the eighteenth century. Thereafter, he argued, the quickening pace of innovation, the appearance of light-infantry and light-cavalry units, the introduction of divisional organization, and the development of standardized mobile artillery all marked a qualitative leap. The events of the century’s last decade then represented “a further revolution in military manpower.” But the cumulative impact of changes since the mid-eighteenth century was unambiguous. “The scale of warfare,” Parker wrote, was, by
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1800, “so totally transformed that it might be said that another ‘military revolution’ had occurred.”

Parker’s cautious use of the word totally in this connection indicated that he was alive to the narrative problems that lurked in his own argument, but his suggestion that the modern era in military history began forty years before the French Revolution, within the womb of the ancien régime, did not resolve the issues that have dogged the effort to relate the two military revolutions to each other. A central problem has been the divergent perspectives that the two narratives have encouraged on war and society in the eighteenth century. In the narrative of military revolution, the eighteenth century witnessed the climax of the story, the culmination of centuries of military expansion, the growing pervasiveness of warfare – as well as military organization and values – in European politics and society. It was an age of nearly uninterrupted warfare, experiments in conscription, crippling financial burdens on society, and the supremacy of military culture.

This characterization of the eighteenth century perturbs the narrative of total war. In this narrative, the eighteenth century represents instead the well-ordered terminus a quo of total war. It stands as the classical age in which warfare was both limited in scope and, as Bell’s account has shown, frequent enough to count as a routine undertaking in the eyes of men who thought about the place of war in society and politics. Wars were fought in the Age of Reason for the sake of calculated dynastic ambition by small, professional armies according to generally accepted rules of engagement and conventions that reflected the mores of the aristocratic officer class. Most of the armed forces were recruited by force or guile from the nonproductive sectors of society. They were held together by little more than draconian discipline, which restricted the mobility of soldiers to the range in which their officers could immediately supervise and supply them. As a consequence, civilians were largely spared the military depredations that had plagued the seventeenth century.

This picture of warfare in the eighteenth century defies the ideas of Michael Roberts, which accentuate the military continuities across the era of the French Revolution. In the narrative of total war, by contrast, the French Revolution involved much more than an expansion in the scale of warfare; it was foremost a revolution in attitudes. It was, as one historian
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has observed, “a political-ideological revolution that remade warfare from top to bottom.”

“By enlisting mass emotions,” to quote Russell Weigley again, the nation-in-arms ruptured the “restraints upon the violence of war by stoking the fires of hatred among peoples.”

Soldiers inspired by patriotic élan were the key to this more intensive kind of warfare. The fact that they were highly motivated had far-reaching tactical and strategic consequences. On the battlefield, these patriotic warriors constituted a “terrible mass.” Untethered from rote drill, they fought effectively as skirmishers, maneuvered in flexible formations, attacked in column with cold steel, and pursued their defeated enemies in a way that armies schooled in the old regime could not. Because they could be trusted not to desert, these new soldiers represented a much more formidable strategic force; they could maneuver more rapidly from battlefield to battlefield. They could live off the land, liberated from constant oversight and the ponderous supply trains that shackled their antagonists. The logistics of the new war thus had consequences much like those of the levée en masse; wherever French troops marched, whether in France or abroad, civilians were drawn—willing or not—directly into the prosecution of war as suppliers of field armies.

This analysis of the French Revolution’s military repercussions is not disinterested. It owes a great deal to the language of the revolutionaries themselves, as well as to the commentaries of Gerhard von Scharnhorst, Carl von Clausewitz, and other observers outside France, who subsequently sought to make sense of their own military misfortunes at the hands of the French.

This analysis has also become increasingly problematic, thanks in part to work that Roberts inspired on war and society in the early modern era and in part to careful scholarship on the armies of the Revolutionary era themselves. It thus seems pertinent again to pose the question of just how the revolutionary upheavals of the late eighteenth century revolutionized warfare. How were revolutionary armies different from both their forebears and their antagonists? And in what ways was the impact of war on civilian society transformed?

These questions can also be reformulated in light of the provocation that Michael Roberts issued a half century ago. One can argue that the two
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grand narratives of military history do not in fact collide in the Revolutionary era. In this alternate reading, the transition in European warfare from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century was marked less by rupture than by continuity, the playing out of dynamics that were already evident in the ancien régime, the testing of ideas long articulated and institutions long anticipated. In this light, the principal innovations that the armies of the Revolutionary era were supposed to embody turn out to be ambivalent, if not illusory. The changes that accompanied war in the age of revolution can thus be understood better as part of a single narrative.

To be sure, one basic innovation of the Revolutionary era seems to remain beyond dispute. The French armies that were raised during the Revolutionary era do appear to have been more representative of the general populace than their predecessors of the earlier eighteenth century had been. The proposition that the armies of Revolutionary France represented a broadly based citizen army can appeal to a distinguished tradition of scholarship. The more recent analysis of Samuel Scott, which confirms this conclusion, suggests that the construction of a French national army in the 1790s was marked by the departure of foreign units and by greater rates of recruitment from the south and west of France – areas that were more remote from the country’s vulnerable frontiers. Principally, though, the emerging revolutionary army saw a marked decline in the proportion of urban artisans and a corresponding increase in the poor rural classes, peasants and day laborers, among the recruits of the early 1790s. The significance of this modulation is not, however, self-evident; nor does it suggest radically new reasons for enlistment. Scott himself notes that both rural and urban recruits tended to be poor, and that many of them were persuaded to enlist by economic necessity. In other words, they followed a familiar inducement, which had for centuries driven recruitment in the French royal army and in professional armies elsewhere in Europe, at least to the west of Russia.

In the narrative of total war, the case for a revolutionary transformation at the end of the eighteenth century turns primarily on the question of motivation. The fact that tens of thousands of young men volunteered for military service in the early years of the French Revolution is extraordinary. But it is another question how, if at all, the ideological enthusiasm that

moved them to join the colors thereafter animated a new kind of soldier. Recent scholarship has illuminated the complexities of combat motivation; it has also thrown doubts on the influence of ideology on behavior under fire.21 It has thus drawn into question one of the principal claims about differences between the revolutionary armies and their opponents. Desertion, the classic marker of ill-motivated troops, was no less common among the volunteer armies of the Revolution than among the professional armies of the eighteenth century.22 Rates of desertion in the French armies fell only with the amalgamations in 1793–4, whose purpose and effect were to bring more discipline to units of volunteers – in other words, to make them fight more like the professionals against whom they took the field.

Both before and after the amalgamations, motivation appears to have pivoted on the small combat group – on the discipline, authority, respect, sense of honor, and collective pride that prevailed in units of soldiers from the regimental level down. Group dynamics in these units have always been complicated. Ideology and discipline were but two of the components in an implicit contract that regulated relations among troops and officers – even in the armies of the eighteenth century. “Soldiers may have enlisted under what amounted to absolute terms of service,” remarks Dennis Showalter in his study of Frederick the Great’s army. “In practice they had very solid ideas of their implied rights.”23 Scott notes of the French royal army that regimental loyalties “increased cohesion among the soldiers and between them and their immediate superiors, the NCO’s.”24 The political education that revolutionary governments promoted among French troops in the early 1790s bore massively on questions of small-group cohesion, but the impact was equivocal.25 Rewriting the contract in the new language of natural rights (to say nothing of voting) could undermine as well as strengthen discipline in the ranks.26 In his study of the revolutionary Armée du Nord, John Lynn has admittedly reached different conclusions. He identifies the squad or ordinaire as the most important primary group, and he argues that the revolutionary ideal of fraternity enhanced discipline and cohesion, “tightening bonds and defining the relationship between men as familial,
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based on affection, support, and a strong degree of selflessness.”

This conclusion would rest more secure, however, in the company of empirical comparison with other armies of Revolutionary France, as well as with their predecessors.

The question of soldiers’ motivation has also been linked to the introduction of new, more flexible tactical formations in the revolutionary armies, whose infantry could, unlike their predecessors, fight in line, column, or as tirailleurs. As evidence of high motivation in the Armée du Nord, Lynn appeals to “the tactical reliance upon the élan of troops massed in spirited bayonet assaults and the initiative of individuals dispersed as skirmishers.”

The origins and significance of this “flexible tactical system of surprising variety” have been at issue for more than a century, since Jean Colin first drew attention to its roots in the old regime. The scholarship of Robert Quimby has left no doubt, however, that the flexible ordre mixte was a child of the eighteenth century, that it incubated in the minds of Jacques-Antoine Hippolyte de Guibert and his forebears decades before the French Revolution, and that it lay at the foundation of field regulations that were introduced into the royal French army in 1791 – at a time when the army was still, in most basic respects, an institution of the ancien régime.

Finally, a revolution in the motivation of soldiers also figures in the transformation of logistics that is said to have brought a massive increase in the burdens imposed by revolutionary armies on civilians. Because the new soldiers of the Revolution believed in their cause, they could be trusted to live off the land in small groups. They no longer required the elaborate system of magazines and supply trains that large field armies had required, lest the bulk of the soldiery desert. However, innovations brought by the Revolution to logistics have also been the subject of controversy, thanks largely to the work of Martin van Creveld who has blamed Clausewitz for distorting basic continuities that survived the Revolution. Armies lived off the land before the French Revolution as well as after it. “Eighteenth century armies,” van Creveld insists, “lived as their predecessors had always done, and as their successors were destined to do until – and including – the first weeks of World War I; that is, by taking the bulk of their needs
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away from the country.””32 The depredations that the armies of the French Revolution visited on areas through which they marched thus continued an age-old tradition of the chevauchée against vulnerable civilians.33

These judgments are difficult to square with the proposition that modern warfare began precipitously at the end of the eighteenth century. So are other continuities that historians have traced between the armies of the French Revolution and their predecessors. Still, it would be idle to argue that no fundamental change took place in European warfare in the 1790s. At issue are the nature, dimensions, and causes of the transformation. The narrative of total war has emphasized the dramatic escalation in the intensity of war, which accompanied the ideological transformation of the soldiery and the civilians who supported them. Nationalism, in this logic, “injected into war a ferocity that far outstripped the religious fanaticism of the preceding century.”34 This proposition is doubtful at best and impossible to demonstrate in any case. The whole argument for the intensification of war by revolution rests on shaky assumptions about both the practical impact of ideology on the battlefield and the institutional dynamics in the armies of the old regime (to say nothing of cloudy understandings of intensity).

An alternative reading of the late eighteenth century is plausible, but it requires rethinking both the governing narratives. It is based on the proposition that the most revolutionary feature of the new French armies was their size.35 The most important changes in warfare were hence due to the sheer force of numbers. Bigger armies continued, however, to win.36 The achievement of the revolutionary governments was to create the institutions to recruit and support vast armies, although here again, particularly in the case of conscription, the French could draw amply on precedents from the eighteenth century. The military relevance of ideology lay principally in its contribution to these numbers. Whatever its impact on the motivation of soldiers in the field, patriotism encouraged them to enlist in the first place; hence it made possible the building of armies that dwarfed their opponents on the battlefield. Desertion remained a fact of life in these new armies, but great pools of manpower made it a less critical problem than it had been in smaller, professional armies. At the same time, numerical superiority recommended the employment of shock tactics in the knowledge that losses
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could be replaced. These tactics, which featured attack in columns, had the added advantage of requiring minimal training of recruits. Finally, these new armies were so large that they mandated parceling and the adoption of divisional organization; there was no other practical way to move them. Even divided, however, the armies generated enormous logistical requirements, which demanded that soldiers draw resources on a new scale, if not a new model, from the lands through which they marched.

In this reading, the continuities deserve more emphasis than the ruptures; and the two narratives are joined. The French Revolution can be situated in the same master narrative as the military revolution of the early modern era. In the modern and early modern eras, the common narrative theme is the dramatic increase in the size of armies and their weight in civilian society and culture. The French Revolution represents less a break with developments in the eighteenth century than their extension. The Revolution originated in the financial crisis of the ancien régime, which was itself occasioned by the costs of the military revolution. Thanks to the passions that the French Revolution liberated, its armies then expanded exponentially, linked by civic values as well as compulsion, to the populations that sustained them. If this argument is valid, Michael Roberts was right. The armies of Revolutionary France represented a pivot, but as Roberts put it in 1956, “the armies of the Great Elector are linked infrangibly with those of Moltke and Schlieffen.”

As the following essays make abundantly clear, the validity of this argument remains at issue. The essays are a prequel to a series of volumes that have, over the past decade, taken up the problem of total war from the mid-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century. They grew out of five conferences that surveyed the growing purview of warfare from the American Civil War to the end of the Second World War. A sense of discomfort reigned at these conferences, however, for the participants had to employ an understanding of total war that was worked out only with difficulty and was never fully accepted. One of the difficulties was that conventional understandings of total war rested on narrative assumptions about war in the early modern era, which we had not studied.

Roger Chickering

We therefore resolved at the end of the conference on World War II to address this narrative problem in a final conference, at which we would turn to the late eighteenth century in search of developments that anticipated or laid the foundations of the great, comprehensive industrial wars of the twentieth century. Sensitive, however, to the risks of anachronism and teleological thinking, we attempted to limit our use of the term total war to the extent possible at this last conference. We tried to balance the elements of change and continuity in the era that began with the American Revolution and concluded with the defeat of Napoleon in 1815. We discovered, however, that our enterprise was significantly complicated not only by the collision of two grand historical narratives. We also confronted another historiographical divide, which has itself been encouraged by the structure of university curricula on both sides of the Atlantic. Despite growing interest in “Atlantic history,” scholars of war in Europe and North America have not communicated well with one another. The American Revolution has occupied at best a marginal place in the grand narratives of military history. The limited size of the forces that were involved in this conflict makes it hard to square with Roberts’s thesis, which is riveted to European history and makes no claims to comprehend events in North America. In the narrative of total war, which does claim to comprehend the American Revolution, developments in North America are relevant; this revolution figures as an arena for experiments in skirmishing tactics by highly motivated citizen-soldiers. The American Revolution thus offers a premonition of the titanic developments that followed shortly in Europe. America remains, however, a sideshow, and the military relationship between the revolutionary wars on either side of the Atlantic – whether this relationship was causal, metaphorical, or coincidental – remains to be illuminated.

The essays that follow explore this relationship, as well as questions of continuity and rupture in military affairs during a pivotal era that German historians are now calling the “Sattelzeit.” The initial section of the volume is devoted to interpretive issues that occupied contemporary observers no less than they do historians today. Azar Gat revisits the military revolution to argue that military developments be analyzed in a broader framework of European modernization, in which lines of causation were more complex than the contentions of Michael Roberts or Geoffrey Parker have allowed. Gat also argues that “social mobilization” and the “participatory
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civic-national modern state” – two topoi that are commonly invoked to explain the revolutionary changes of the late eighteenth century – were already central to the modernization of states in the old regime. Beatrice Heuser’s essay treats the French writer Guibert, whose vision of “peoples’ war” was said to have influenced both George Washington and Napoleon. Heuser urges caution, however, in drawing lines between the French theorist, whose writings of the 1770s did seem remarkably prescient by the end of the eighteenth century, and the kinds of conflict that became known as total war in the twentieth. Ute Planert pleads for still more circumspection. In a survey of military institutions and practices of the eighteenth century, particularly as these related to compulsory military service and the relationship of military and civil society, she concludes that the “wars of the French Revolution arose less as a revolutionary caesura than as a stage in an evolutionary process.”

Dierk Walter’s survey of developments in the Kingdom of Prussia insists, in contrast, that aspects of the military reforms in this land did in fact represent revolutionary change. This conclusion attaches not to tactical or organizational reforms in the Prussian army, for which models had been well established, but instead to the breaking of the aristocratic monopoly on the officer corps and the Prussians’ decision to adopt a thoroughgoing form of compulsory short-term military service. In addition, Walter writes, the kind of “people’s war” that was envisaged in the Landsturmverordnung of 1813 represented as “close an approximation of total war as a pre-industrial society could achieve.” This conclusion corresponds to the perceptions of Friedrich von Gentz, the conservative publicist who lived through these dramatic events as a confidante to Clemens von Metternich. In his essay, Günter Kronenbitter analyzes Gentz’s writings on war in the era of “this awful revolution,” which Gentz associated with the name of Bonaparte. Although he had little knowledge of military affairs, Gentz was well attuned to their revolutionary impact on international politics. They required, as Kronenbitter shows, a revolutionary recasting of international relations, an international system in which political stability, fortified by “legal and moral balance,” would prevent war in order to prevent revolution. Stig Förster’s essay completes this section with an analysis of the global dimensions of the revolutionary wars of the Sattelzeit. These conflicts did not represent the “first world war.” This distinction belongs instead, he argues, to the Seven Years’ War. But the wars of the revolutionary era carried more profound implications. They “involved political and social revolution. These were civil and international wars at the same time.” The reasons had less to do, however, with revolutionary changes in the art of warfare.
than with the global expansion of the European powers in the eighteenth century.

The volume’s remaining essays are grouped under the two rubrics that have guided most analyses of revolutionary transformation in warfare during this era. The one group analyzes changes on the battlefield, the other treats the broader intersections of war and society in the revolutionary period. Timothy Shannon begins by analyzing the military practices of Native Americans during the Sixty Years’ War, which raged intermittently between 1754 and 1814 in North America, as white settlers pushed ever further into territories inhabited by Native Americans. Shannon shows that each side necessarily adopted the methods of the other and that the product was a greater reliance on “the skulking way of war” – an “indigenous version of la petite guerre” – by both. In the process, both sides embraced a kind of “racialized militancy” that anticipated the wars of a later era, insofar as it increasingly made civilians the targets of military action, although Shannon emphasizes that this variety of total war “appears to have been something that was done to Indians, rather than something they practiced.” Matthew Ward then analyzes the role of colonial militias in the War of American Independence. He emphasizes that, by virtue both of custom and training, these organizations preferred la petite guerre and were, as a consequence, the objects of suspicion and complaint among the leaders of both the American and British regular armies. The American leaders, however, effectively coordinated the actions of their regular and irregular forces, turning the militias into a major factor in the military success of the American Revolution.

John Tone’s essay provides a bridge between North America and Europe, as it analyzes the significance of la petite guerre as a method of resisting Napoleonic armies on the Iberian Peninsula. Although Tone emphasizes their variety in the peninsular campaign, irregular forces attracted the disdain of regular officers, whether British or French, much as they had in North America. In the Spanish case, however, they provided a welcome complement to the British regular troops. Tone also insists, however, that the term total war is inappropriate to understanding warfare in this part of the world in the early nineteenth century. The guerilla war against the French involved too small a portion of the Spanish population and too insignificant a share of its resources. Jeremy Black’s observations on naval warfare in the era of revolution provide another bridge between North America and Europe (and beyond). Black takes note of a paradox: although the era produced no revolutionary changes in naval technologies, it witnessed what was, in some respects, the most “total” naval warfare in history. “The length of large-scale,
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deep-sea naval conflict then,” he writes, “has never been matched since, the nearest equivalent being the American-Japanese war in the Pacific during World War Two.” Navies also figured large in the logistics of land war in America and Europe. In this connection, Alan Forrest emphasizes that success on the battlefields of revolutionary Europe depended on the skill and efficiency with which soldiers could be transported, supplied, and provided with medical care, and that the mass armies of the French Revolution confronted civilian politicians with immense administrative challenges, for which the old armies of the ancien régime offered little precedent. The French success in meeting these logistical challenges thus itself represented a revolutionary achievement of sorts.

The final group of essays considers the broader dimensions of warfare, its impact on civilian life and its social and cultural institutions. T. H. Breen’s essay analyzes the infrastructure of mobilization in the American colonies on the eve of the Revolutionary War, as well as the networks of local committees, known collectively as the Association, that monitored trade with Britain. Breen also demonstrates the growing militancy, discipline, and polarization that attended their efforts, as tensions with the mother country approached war and political mobilization turned military. Jörg Nagler then explores the pervasive implications of war for the institution of slavery in North America, as the British encouraged insurrections among the slave populations of the American colonies. The object was both to enhance British manpower with contingents of grateful liberated slaves and to compel the colonialists to commit resources to the prevention and suppression of slave rebellions. Wolfgang Kruse analyzes the complex domestic implications of the levée en masse in revolutionary France and the debates over raising an army for “revolutionary civil war,” in which the bounds between foreign and domestic, state and society, military and civilian, ultimately disappeared. “The claims of the revolutionary state on its citizens,” Kruse concludes, “became total.”

If the essays of Breen, Nagler, and Kruse suggest that the exemptions of civilian affairs from the claims of war disappeared early in the revolutionary era, the essays of Michael Broers, Marion Breunig, and Katherine Aalestad address the practical impact of new forms of warfare on civilian life. Broers’s analysis of events on the Italian Peninsula recounts the staggering burdens of French occupation, particularly once it was geared to the demands of Napoleon’s great armies. Occupation now meant “conscription and taxation on a scale hitherto unimaginable for the communities of the hinterlands,” as the peoples of Italy found themselves slated “to become the fodder of the Napoleonic war machine.” Broers also shows how these
burdens resulted in popular mobilization, both in service of the French and in a series of popular rebellions against French rule, which flared around the peninsula. Marion Breunig recounts the burdens that major urban centers in North America bore during the War of 1812. Here the British pursued a strategy that was geared to an era of popular government. As one British officer put it, by compelling people “to experience the real hardships and miseries of warfare, you will soon compel their representatives to a vote of peace.” Breunig’s essay shows how the inhabitants of Washington and Baltimore experienced early on the sort of warfare against cities that William Tecumseh Sherman, Giulio Douhet, and others subsequently brought to virtuosity. Hamburg, Copenhagen, and Amsterdam were also major urban areas that felt the burdens of war, although, as Katherine Aalestad demonstrates in her essay on northern Europe, their afflictions were of a different order than those suffered in Washington and Baltimore. The Napoleonic Wars did not admit neutrality, so Denmark, Holland, and the city-states of North Germany found themselves herded into the continental system, the coercive regime of material support that encompassed the occupied European continent. The results were pervasive. If they did not constitute total war, they did bring war “into the harbors, warehouses, marketplaces, and homes” and ensured, as Aalestad writes, “that the home front became a war zone.”

The final group of essays address cultural dimensions of the revolutionary wars. Donatus Düsterhaus examines the reaction of religious bodies to French expansion. His investigation focuses on the experience of Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish communities in Alsace during the early 1790s. All were affected, although the region’s Protestants, who numbered among the most enthusiastic advocates of the Revolution, were the least discomfited by the new regime’s hostility to organized religion – at least until the fall of the monarchy. The antireligious animus was radicalized in any event by the outbreak of war in 1792 and the prospect that counterrevolutionary armies would invade Alsace. In these circumstances, Düsterhaus speaks of a “double war experience,” the fact that Alsatians contended not only with the immediate demands of supporting French armies with men and money but also with an assault on their deepest beliefs. Karen Hagemann addresses another dimension of popular mobilization in revolutionary war. Beginning with the levée en masse, mobilization accompanied the articulation of modern gender roles, the division of communities into the men who fought and the women who supported them. After a comparative analysis of literary and visual representations of this division in France and Prussia, she concludes that, despite the different political outcomes in the two countries,
universal military service anchored “the construction of hegemonic concepts of nineteenth-century masculinities.” Finally, Mary Favret exploits literary sources to investigate the impact of global war in Britain. Although most people were affected from a distance, the impact of war – in the form of taxation, repression, and shortages – was pervasive here, too. The work of British writers suggests, as Favret observes, that “the routines and habits of everyday life” were “engaged at almost every turn with the conduct of global war.”

This observation captures a consensus that links the studies in this volume. In Europe at least, the transformation of the battlefield appears to have been primarily a function of larger armies, but the impact of war on civilian life registered more fundamental changes. Any attempt to weigh the continuities in military history across the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries – or to judge the similarities in the European and North American experiences of war – must thus acknowledge that popular mobilization for war became general during this era. Warfare ceased in principle to exempt anyone. Not only did armies become much larger; their impact on civilian society also became much more pervasive and disruptive. To call this phenomenon total war in the age of revolutionary war is, as several of the authors have noted, to indulge in hyperbole. But family resemblances were at least recognizable.